
#2 Canary Islands: 
Stone Age to 

Information Age

Considered by ancients as a Stone 
Age “Happy Isles” at edge of 
world, became Europe’s 
steppingstone in Age of Discovery, 
and now evolving from tourist 
mecca to Information Age 
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Islands are fascinating 
historical laboratories

◼ We cruise two island models

◼ Canaries - Occupied but isolated

◼ Madeira – Unoccupied and discovered

◼ Fascinating – vivid examples of development

◼ Changing structure – tribal

◼ Foreign arrival and conquest

◼ Shift from subsistence agrarian to slight interdependence

◼ Introduction of new languages, religion, culture and control

◼ Adjusting to meet requirements for new goods and services 
and capitalizing on new technologies

◼ Eventually,  mirroring much of the rest of the world 2



How Canaries evolved 
past 700 years

◼ 14th C.: Stone age subsistence, 
isolated, goats & sheep, fishing

◼ 15th C.: Spanish & Portuguese arrive, conflict settled in 
Alcoves Treaty, slaves & pelts exported, Columbus 
resupplies on 1st voyage

◼ 16th C.: Sugar era & rapid European settlement, 
ecology changed, refitting and resupply, Malvasia wine 

◼ 17th C.: Sugar declines, wine recovers from locusts but 
suffers competition from Madeira, British attack

◼ 18th C.: Volcano eruption, War of Spanish Succession 
leads to near collapse of economy, emergence of 
cochineal dye industry
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How Canaries evolved 
past 700 years

◼ 19th C.: Duty-free status boosts exports, rivalry of 2 
largest Tenerife and Gran Canary, Age of Steam 
replaces Age of Sail and steppingstones less important

◼ 20th C.: Franco seizes and launches Spanish Civil War, 
eyed by Churchill and Hitler as WW II alternative to 
Gibraltar, becomes autonomous region, tourism 
developed, enters EU 

◼ 21st C.: Tourism 70% of economy, appeals to digital 
tourist & outsourcing, becoming “Singapore” for Africa
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Monument  to 
Franco in Tenerife



Ancient myths & 
legends of 
Canaries

◼ Greeks named Gardens of Hesperides and “Blessed” for  
their year-round spring-like climate

◼ Carthaginians named  'Purple Isles’ for cochineal dye

◼ Romans named “Fortunate islands that abound in all”.

◼ Egyptian Ptolemy said marked end of known world

◼ Considered remains of lost continent of Atlantis

◼ Elysian Fields- where souls of ancient Greek warriors 
and dignitaries spent eternity in Paradise 

◼ Portuguese route to “River of Gold” across Sahara 5

World map of Ptolemy 100 AD



Speculations of 
Ancient settlement of 

Canaries

◼ Earliest settlement ~ 2000 BC

◼ Phoenicians landed 12th century BC

◼ 40 BC expedition by Juba II of N Africa

◼ Because tall, blond & good-looking     
maybe from Nordic countries?

◼ DNA confirmed were Berber of N Africa

◼ Berber tribe Canarii, possible basis of name
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Canary Island 
Archipelago 

◼ Volcanic origin

◼ 60 miles west of Morocco

◼ 7 (now 8) main islands

◼ 2,900 sq mi, size of Delaware

◼ No indigenous population on islands but inhabited 
since before the birth of Christ
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Stone Age Guanches 
astonished 
Europeans

◼ Guanches, Berbers from North African, only natives 
before arrival of Europeans

◼ Naked lived in caves or stone houses

◼ Relied on farming, herding, hunting and gathering

◼ Diet based on goats, fish, and barley – still staples

◼ Had lost art of navigation, leaving them isolated

◼ Likely even no contact among islands themselves 8



Arrival of Europeans 
& conquests 

◼ In 1300s, Europeans come to spread Christianity and 
search for mythical river of gold across Africa

◼ In 1312, Genoese Lancelotto Malocello settled 
Lanzarote and stayed until Guanches revolted

◼ In 1402 Norman, Jean de Béthencourt invaded

◼ Many Guanches died or later sold into slavery

◼ Béthencourt encouraged settlement from his Norman 
homeland, profited, & returned home in 1406
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Canary Islands 
changed hands

◼ In 1448 Béthencourt’s nephew 
Maciot sold Lanzarote to Henry 
the Navigator of Portugal

◼ Papal Bull of 1452 decreed 
Canary Islands to be Portugal 

◼ But in 1459, Castilians ousted 
Portuguese
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Source: Isabella Noble and Damian Harper, Lonely Planet Canary Islands (Travel Guide) Lonely 
Planet Global Limited. Kindle Edition



Pope: Canaries to 
Spain & rest to 

Portugal

◼ Archipelagos called   
Macaronesia - "islands of 
the fortunate"

◼ 1479 Treaty of Alcáçovas

◼ Spain - Canaries

◼ Portugal - Madeira, 
Azores, Cape Verde & 
Atlantic Islands to be 
discovered

◼ Still same except Cape 
Verde independent
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What lies further down 
African coast?

◼ Europeans’ multiple motives

◼ Seek riches of gold and spices

◼ Religious crusade

◼ Find Prester John …

◼ After Flemish in 1486 disappeared 
heading West, seemed safer to 
reach Indies down coast of Africa

◼ Plus, “river of gold” crossed Africa

◼ Or even go around tip of Africa, 
assuming Indian Ocean was not 
closed off like Mediterranean

12Source: David Abulafia, The Boundless Sea: A Human History of the Oceans,2019, p 496 
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Portuguese Prince Henry 
the Navigator (1394-1460) 

◼ Obsessed by Prester John

◼ Sponsored & profited from 
voyages 

◼ Bought Canaries in 1448 but 
in 1479 Alcacovas Treaty 
went to Spain but  got 
Maderia, Cape Verde, Azores 
& others to be lost to Spain

◼ Placed at head on  
Monument of Discoveries



After 2 centuries, 
Canaries finally 

conquered by Europeans

◼ In 1478 a new commander arrived with orders from 
the Spain to finish Canaries conquest once & for all

◼ Island chief sent to Spain, converted to Christianity & 
returned in 1483 to get Canarians give up the fight

◼ In May 1493, Spanish landed on Tenerife with 1,150 
infantry and a cavalry including Guanches

◼ By July 1494, diseased and demoralized Guanches 
surrendered, and conquest completed
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Source: Isabella Noble and Damian Harper, Lonely Planet Canary Islands (Travel Guide) Lonely Planet Global 
Limited. Kindle Edition

Canarians presented to 
Spanish King & Queen



Conquest of 
Canaries

◼ Long ties between Canaries and Mediterranean world 
since antiquity weakened by fall of Roman Empire 

◼ Although linkages weakened, not totally severed

◼ Iberian territorial expansion spurred by Reconquista -
a reinforcement of royal power, imbued with crusader 
and missionary spirit

◼ In 15th century Castile and Portugal were primary 
contenders 15



European’s 
mixed views of 

primitives

◼ Europeans both condemned and supported slavery of 
naked natives

◼ Some claiming were human and should not be enslaved – were 
of innocence & nakedness – like in Garden of Eden

◼ Others saying slaving beneficial an opportunity to become 
Christians - captivity was their road to salvation

◼ Europeans perpetuated slavery that existed for millennia
16

Source: David Abulafia, The Boundless Sea: A Human History of the Oceans,2019, p 473 



Slavery without 
compunction of 
primitive natives

◼ Also planted notion in European merchants that these 
primitive folk could be enslaved without compunction

◼ Further, enslavement would benefit by Christianizing 

◼ 1347 Black Death in Europe killed half, manpower shortages 
stimulated slave trade out of Canaries and depopulated 
Lanzarote
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Source: David Abulafia, The Boundless Sea: A Human History of the Oceans,2019, p 473 



Canaries were first imperial exploits

◼ Catholic Monarchs could now celebrate their first 
imperial exploits – subjugation of a small Atlantic 
archipelago defended by primitives

◼ Primitive natives were mercilessly exploited 

◼ Thus, world’s first example of true colonialism and a 
subsequent blueprint for similar conquest in 
Americas and elsewhere

18Source: David Abulafia, The Boundless Sea: A Human History of the Oceans,2019 



Canaries, Columbus’ first step

◼ Overseas exploration, started with expeditions of 
Portugal to Canary Islands

◼ Columbus stopped and resupplied on way to Americas
19

Source: Age of Discovery, From Wikipedia



Canaries vital to 
Columbus & New 

World development

◼ Once New World discovered, Europeans settled in 
Canaries to profit by re-supplying ships

◼ Compulsory port to New World - centre of trade wind 
currents and Europe’s westernmost bastion

◼ Canaries & America linked - sugar cane, banana trees, 
pigs, goats, dogs & sheep taken to America

◼ Canarians joined voyages & founded Buenos Aires, 
Caracas, Montevideo and Havana
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AMERIGO VESPUCCI (1454 – 1512) – voyages 
stopped in Canaries  

◼ Amerigo Vespucci in 1499 on behalf of Spain discovered 
mouth of Amazon River

◼ In 1501 voyage on behalf of Portugal Amerigo became 
convinced it was a new continent not Asia

◼ Waldseemüller’s famous map of 1507 named new 
continent after Amerigo not Columbus

Source:www.timewisetraveller.co.uk/amerigo.html
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Caribbean unlike what Columbus expected

◼ Columbus had difficulty reconciling naked “Indians” 
with his view of Chinese or Japanese wearing in silk

◼ But Columbus pleased were familiar with gold

◼ Early maps showed Caribbean islands as “New 
Canaries” reflecting Columbus belief he had found 
more of the same, just further away 22

Source: David Abulafia, The Boundless Sea: A Human History of the Oceans,2019 , p 527, 593



New World a 
mixed 

blessing for 
Canaries

◼ Early 16th century, Canaries attracted European settlers

◼ Sugar cane became main export

◼ Brought passing transatlantic trade

◼ But also led to sugar relocating to the Americas 

23Source: Isabella Noble and Damian Harper, Lonely Planet Canary Islands (Travel Guide) Lonely Planet Global 
Limited. Kindle Edition



New World 
opened the 
Columbia 
Exchange

◼ New World constructed out of resources of Old World

◼ New trade relationships emerged within the Atlantic

◼ Sugar islands, notably Madeira & Canaries, taught sugar 
islands of Caribbean necessary skills

◼ Constant trade between Eastern & Western Atlantic

24Source: David Abulafia, The Boundless Sea: A Human History of the Oceans,2019 , Chapter 32, pages 582-593



Canary wines exported since late 1500s

◼ With decline of sugar & rise in 
wine price, vineyards expanded

◼ Eventually, Europe’s duties & 
restrictions reduced profitability 

25Source: https://hogsheadwine.wordpress.com/2012/12/28/a-brief-history-of-wine-from-the-canary-islands

Black volcanic soil vines 
growing in hollows to protect 
them from the wind 

◼ Devastating powdery mildew hit                                                 

in 1852 

◼ By end of 19th century wine industry recovered



Re-supply point and trade route brought 
wealth but also pirates for 2 centuries

◼ Magnificent palaces & 
churches built on La Palma

◼ Severe attack in 1599, Dutch 
pillaged Las Palmas

◼ In 1618, Barbary pirates took 
1,000 to sell as slaves

◼ In 1797, attacked by British 
Horatio Nelson, but repulsed & 
lost his right arm

◼ (Barbary pirates in 1801 were 
first overseas conflict of U.S.)

26
Source: Canary Islands, From Wikipedia



Canaries shifted to 
bananas & cochineal

◼ Low sugar prices in 19th 
century caused severe 
recessions in Canaries 

◼ Switched to bananas & 
tomatoes, still major exports

◼ Cochineal (beetle that feeds 
on prickly pear cacti & 
produces crimson dye) 
farming became important 

27
Source: Canary Islands, From Wikipedia

Cochineal farming – harvesting 
beetle from prickly pear cacti 

Color of cochineal  



Stone Age Canary 
Islanders decimated 
by slave trade

◼ Canaries were exporters of native slaves 

◼ Eventually importers of black slaves to replace 
depleted population

◼ Canary Island slaves’ physique similar to Europeans, 
intelligent, and a little darker but not black

◼ However, many African slaves were more 
sophisticated than Neolithic Canary Islanders

28
Source: David Abulafia, The Boundless Sea: A Human History of the Oceans,2019, Chapter 27, Guinea Gold 

and Guinea slaves, pages 497 -9



Stone Age Canary Islanders 
lacked riches

◼ As would be repeated in history of                         
European conquest, they robbed,                  
pillaged and enslaved

◼ To disappointment of explorers,                               
Canarians had never seen gold & silver

◼ Apparently, the “River of gold” was beyond 
native Canarians' reach

◼ They were not rich islands

29
Source: David Abulafia, The Boundless Sea: A Human History of the Oceans,2019 



Canary Islands 
& West Africa 
slave trade

◼ Canaries supported West Africa slave trade

◼ Settlers took hold of Canary islands and bloody 
rivalries continued until 20th century 

◼ In early 1930s, General Franco of Spain decided to 
open Canaries to European travelers and vacationers

◼ From 1950′s until 1980s, nationalism arose, and Spain 
granted some measure of self-government

30From: <https://canaryislandsdestination.com/canary-islands-history-from-myths-to-modernity/> 



Emigration in late 
1800s and early 1900s

◼ Decades of emigration left villages with virtually 
no young males

◼ Exodus continued even after Spanish-American 
War (1898) , when Cuba and Puerto Rico were 
no longer Spain’s

◼ In 1950s, situation so desperate thousands 
migrated mainly to Venezuela

◼ One third of those who attempted to flee 
perished in the ocean crossings

31
Source: Isabella Noble and Damian Harper, Lonely Planet Canary Islands (Travel Guide) Lonely Planet Global 
Limited. Kindle Edition

Alamo Mission founded to serve 
Canarian settlers of San Antonio, TX



From Canaries Franco 
launched Spanish Civil War

◼ In 1936, pro-Nationalist General Franco considered 
to be “inconvenient” in Spain as Civil War emerged

◼ Suspected of plotting against government was  
‘transferred’ to Canary Islands 

◼ After pro-Republican commander of Las Palmas 
mysteriously died, Nationalist Franco flew to Spain

◼ Franco led 40-year dictatorship 1936-74

◼ Post Civil War economic misery of mainland Spain 
was shared by Canaries who continued to emigrate 32

Hitler and Franco



Canaries eyed by both Hitler 
and Churchill in WW II

◼ Hitler & Churchill both had                            
contingency plans to occupy Canaries during WW II

◼ Franco claimed neutrality due to Spain’s reliance on 
imports from U.S. & unable to defend Canaries 

◼ Churchill wanted Canaries for naval base if Gibraltar 
was invaded

◼ Canaries assured Hitler they had adequate defenses

◼ Churchill’s plan was never activated

◼ Exports to Europe, aside from Spain, ceased
33

Gibraltar



Canary autonomy 
from Spain 1982

◼ Nationalism arose in opposition to Franco

◼ Sought secession from Spain and had terrorist 
campaign in late 1970s

◼ In 1978 a new Spanish constitution, Canary Islands 
became autonomous region in August 1982 

◼ Since 1990s, in addition to links with Spain, expanded 
cooperation with Africa

34
Source: Isabella Noble and Damian Harper, Lonely Planet Canary Islands (Travel Guide) Lonely Planet Global 
Limited. Kindle Edition



Canaries: Stone Age to 
Jet Age

Summary & Conclusions

◼ Canaries, known for perfect climate, its stone age 
peoples conquered by Europeans in 15th century

◼ In Age of Discovery, became a vital link of Europeans 
to Americas & Asia

◼ Diverse periods of prosperity, pillaging, immigration, 
emigration, economic decline & re-emergence

◼ As Americas and shipping advanced was bypassed

◼ In Jet Age, became major tourist attraction

35
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Timeline of Canary Islands to 1600
2000 BC - Cro-Magnon the first settlers likely from North Africa.

 40 BC - Expedition led by King Juba II, Emperor Augustus’ protégé, from Morocco 

150 - Ptomley locates El Hierro as end of earth

1312 - Genoese explorer Lanzarotto Malocello lands now named Lanzarote 

1402 - Jean de Béthencourt, from Normandy lands Canary Islands 

1402-05 -Jean de Bethencourt & Gadifer de la Salle subjugated Lanzarote, El Hierro & Fuerteventura 

1405 - Conquest of El Hierro, Guanche sold as slaves and island repopulated with Normans & Castilians

1412—Prince Henry, the Navigator, orders the first expeditions to the African Coast and Canary Islands.

1412 -Bethencourt returned to Normandy, leaving nephew Maciott in charge 

1434 - Portuguese Gil Eanes sailing for Prince Henry the Navigator first to round Cape Bojador  

1452 - Pope declares Canaries to be goverened by Portugal

1455- Papal bull confirmed Portuguese explorations and declares all south of Bojador  belong to Portugal

1459 - Spain ousts Portugal

1479—Treaty of Alcáçovas -Portuguese get Azores, Guinea, Madeira and Cape Verde Islands & Spain Canaries

1492 - Columbus stops at La Gomera on way to New World

1494 - Defeated Guanches surrender to Spain and conquest complete 

1494—Treaty of Tordesillas of Portugal & Spain divided in Atlantic,  Spain claiming west & Portugal east 

1501 Islands’ wealth from supplying ships and sugar cane leads to attacks by pirates

1519–22 – Magellan's expedition  completes the first circumnavigation of the globe

1529—Treaty of Saragossa divides eastern hemisphere between Spain and Portugal at east of Moluccas

1550 - Sugar declines due to competition with New World, wine industry expands

1577–80 – Sir Francis Drake visits on way to circumnavigation of the globe

1585-1600 - Large Canaries trade in wine and slaves to New World 

1599-  Major offensive against  Gran Canaria during the Dutch War of Independence

Timeline of Canary Islands to 1600 -2021

Appendix of Supplemental Information
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Timeline of Canary Islands to 1600 -2021
1666 - Tenerife’s winemakers revolt against British monopoly of wine trade

1730–37 - Devastating volcanic eruptions of Timanfaya in Lanzarote that later was fertile ground for grapes 

1797 - Repelled attack by British Horatio Nelson

1799 - Alexander von Humboldt, stayed in Tenerife and marvelled at the Canaries

1821 - Canaries declared of Spain, with Santa Cruz de Tenerife as capital

1850–90 - Continuing lack of employment and food leads to emigration to Americas 

1923 - Spain improves roads and water supplies in Canaries 

1930s - Cochineal farming begins and becomes major industry until depressed by synthetic dyes 

1936 Spanish Civil War, General Franco returns from Canaries to lead dictatorship 

1937 - Franco opens Canaries for travelers and vaationers

1940s -  Spanish Civil War hurts Canariescausing rationing, food shortages and poverty

1942 - Churchill during WW II plans seizure of Canaries in event Gibraltar invaded

1950s - Postwar fallout continues resulting in mass emigration to Venezuela 

1959 - Spanish miracle: A period of economic growth began.

1960s - Fortunes due to tourism and immigration increases 

1983 - Canary Islands become autonomous region of Spain

1986 - Canary Islands join EU as a special member state but outside of EU VAT area 

1993 - Coalición Canaria (CC) is formed, working in conjunction with the Spanish government. 

2007 - World’s largest telescope starts at La Palma’s Observatory

2011 - El Hierro residents evacuated after earthquake tremors raise fears of volcanic eruption 

2015 - Repsol cancels controversial oil drilling off shores 

2018 - Seven-island archipelago gains new sibling to make it eight: Isla Graciosa

1147—Voyage of the Adventurers. Just before the siege of Lisbon by Afonso I of Portugal, a Muslim expedition left in search of legendary Islands offshore. They were never heard from again.
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Two large islands of 
alternating capitals are 
over 80% of economy

38

2015 GDP 2015 GDP per Population

(mil. of US$ PPP) capita (in US$ PPP)(1000s)

Tenerife 26,376 43% 29,080 907          43%

Gran Canaria 23,676 39% 27,688 855          40%

Lanzarote 4,796 8% 33,675 142          7%

Fuerteventura 3,441 6% 30,988 111          5%

La Palma 2,131 3% 25,622 83            4%

La Gomera 590 1% 27,723 21            1%

El Hierro 267 0% 24,979 11            1%

Total 61,277 100% 28,759           2,131 100%

% 

Population
% GDP

GDP & Population of Canary Islands, 2015

Province
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